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Report from the Presidents 
 
 

Introducing our new Co-Presidents for 2023 - Virginia Wallace and Andrew Kelly 
We knew that former President Alan Clayton’s shoes would be too big to fill by one person, so last 
year the Friends amended our Constitution to allow for the election of more than one President- a two 
for one option if you wish! If only we could do that for the population of Helmeted Honeyeaters. 
Here’s an introduction from our Co-Presidents and a bit about what they have been up to so far. 
 

Virginia Wallace 
Virginia originally qualified as a lawyer and has experience across government, 
corporate and not for profit roles. She has been involved in running her family 
business. While born and bred in Melbourne, she spent almost ten years living in 
regional Victoria when Virginia and her family purchased a Warrnambool- based 
waste management and recycling business. Virginia became involved in Landcare, 
participating in plantings and helping to raise money for local environmental 
causes such as solar power, a sustainability group and School based conservation 
projects. She has also been on the Board of the Corangamite and Port Philip and 
Westernport Catchment Management Authorities, where she was introduced to the excellent work 
undertaken by the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater. Virginia is a Board Member of Conservation 
Volunteers Australia. 

 
It’s been an immersive experience since being elected Co-President with 
Andrew Kelly, officially commencing in the role from 1 February this year. While 

I had some involvement as a committee member and member of the Public Fund Committee, it’s  
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been a huge step up to get across all the activities and details; Alan did a tireless, amazing job over 
seven years, as did Suzanne, our longstanding Treasurer. I’d also like to thank everyone who has 
stepped up into new roles, I’m looking forward to working with you. 
A few weeks ago, Steve Meacher and I presented at the Science Teachers Association of Victoria. 
The feedback on our Case Study resources was very positive and we hope that with the soon-to-be- 
launched Case Study on the Leadbeater’s Possum, we will have increased engagement regarding 
the plight of our State Emblems and the need to preserve and increase their habitat. I also attended a 
forum organised by the new member for Casey Aaron Violi MP where the Federal Shadow Minister for 
the Environment Senator Jonno Duniam was there to listen to local environmental issues. Key topics 
that were raised include lack of habitat for Helmeted Honeyeaters, the dire state of the lowland 
Leadbeater’s Possum, the need to stop logging state forests to preserve habitat, and the problem of 
feral species with a particular focus on deer. We are meeting with our new State Member of 
Parliament, Daniela De Martino MP in March and will also convey these messages to her.  
This year Andrew and I want to work with everyone to broaden our financial support, so we are less 
reliant on grant applications to undertake the amazing work we do in improving habitat and working 
with State and local bodies to release our dream of multiple populations of Helmeted Honeyeaters in 
improved habitat in our region.  
 
Andrew Kelly 
Andrew has been an advocate for the environment in several roles. He was the 
second Yarra Riverkeeper who was pleased to help shepherd through the Yarra 
River Protection (Willip-gin Birrarung murron) Act, lobbying successfully for the 
Yarra River Planning Controls. Andrew has had a long association with the 
Yarra River and the Yarra Valley. He grew up in South Yarra and roamed the 
banks of the river as a child. He regularly went to the family farm at Dixon's 
Creek on weekends, which flows into Steels Creek and onto the Yarra. Andrew 
has always been something of a birdwatcher. 'I remember being taken up to 
the Yarra Valley by my mother as a child to see the Helmeted Honeyeater 
following some early press coverage. I don't know whether we actually saw one, but I am 
definitely claiming we did.' He firmly believes in nature's rights and the need to balance nature and 
development. 'Rivers are fundamental to the health of the environment, and waterways are the great 
connectors of nature,' he says. He is a passionate believer in the power of community and the 
importance of community being involved in governance. Andrew is also the convenor of The 
Waterways Network, a member of the Concerned Waterways Alliance and a committee member of 
the Healesville to Phillip Island Nature Link. 
 
The co-presidency is a job in which you have to hit the ground running as there 
is so much going on. I am really pleased to be working in harness with my 
excellent co-president Virginia Wallace. Despite having been on the committee 
for a year, I was still surprised at the width and the depth of the Friends' programs. It has been an 

The role so far..  
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By Eliza Lamb 

amazing growth in 30 years, Alan and the committee have done an amazing job in building these 
programs (and presidents and committees past), from Richard Case's work with seeds to Michelle at 
the nursery to Sue's work with citizen science and Eliza's work as environmental co-ordinator pulling 
it all together. There are people here I should have mentioned but I would need a book the length of 
the Oxford Dictionary to properly acknowledge all those people. It has been a steep learning curve. 
Here we have, as I have learnt, a group of citizen advocates who have spoken for the bird, and now 
we have 40 years of field observations, one of the best mapped genomes of any species (thanks to 
'Helen' who was also an excellent and productive mother bird), an innovative way of creating high-
quality habitat, strong community roots, and a highly successful program of talking to landowners to 
build habitat. I went on the skink trip organized by Sue as part of the citizen science program, and it 
was a delight to learn and see all the other animals in the reserve – one of so many such programs. 
So, it is exciting times! 
 

Beyond Yellingbo 

 
 
 
The ongoing and significant contribution by landholders to the conservation of  
habitat for our threatened species truly complements the work we do at FoHH in  
the preservation of the biodiversity of this region.  
 
Growing up on a dairy farm in South Gippsland I learnt the importance of our natural values from my 
father who planted native trees and shrubs along the fence lines to not only provide shelter for our 
stock, but also to encourage birds by providing dense habitat corridors. It was always a balancing 
act between providing for nature and my family’s agricultural livelihood. I remember having to go out 
into the floodplain paddocks and treat the common rush (Juncas species) with Roundup (perhaps 
something we wouldn’t send the kids out to do today?!) to ensure the pasture grass wasn’t 
outcompeted. Now a fully-fledged adult for some time, I understand that nature (ie. the Juncas) was 
just doing what it was supposed to do, where it was supposed to do it. Similarly, I can also 
appreciate why I was sent out into the fields (perhaps additionally to give my parents some peace 
and quiet!) and where compromises had to be made. My father’s conservation efforts were thus 
concentrated on the protection of a creek from livestock and in the planting of native species to 
provide habitat.  
 
I feel so honoured to be taking on the Beyond Yellingbo Facilitator role this year and building on the 
wonderful work of Helen Corney and Gaye Gadsden with the support of the very knowledgeable and 
dedicated, Beyond Yellingbo Steering Committee. I look forward to meeting our local landholders 
currently participating in the program and developing new partnerships with landholders keen to be 
part of this fabulous community.  
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By Bruce Quin 

 

Out in the Field 
 
 
 
@ Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve  
 
2022/23 Helmeted Honeyeater Breeding Season  
The wet and at times windy weather during the first four months of the 2022/2023 breeding season 
for Helmeted Honeyeaters may have hampered nesting attempts during that time. However, it is 
probably those wet conditions that has prolonged their breeding season by extending the time that 
there is ample food availability. The relatively mild weather during the first six weeks or so of this new 
year may have extended breeding too. By mid-February 2023, there were six known nests, some at 
the egg stage, and unknown nests may have been active too. 
Forty-two breeding pairs and 42 fledglings have been confirmed to date for the 2022/2023 Helmeted 
Honeyeater breeding season, eclipsing the corresponding figures of 35 and 38 for the previous 
breeding season. 29 fledglings of the current breeding season have been produced since mid-
November (2022). The number of breeding pairs for this breeding season is only one less than the 
record number for the intensive Recovery Program (1989 to the present) set in 2020/2021, but the 
number of fledglings for that breeding season was 74. 
Despite the possibility of more fledglings being 
produced before the end of the current breeding 
season, the final number of fledglings produced will be 
well below 74. This is indicative of nest abandonments 
early in the breeding season, apparently due to the La 
Nina weather pattern and a high predation rate of nest 
contents, probably due to species such as kookaburras 
and currawongs producing many fledglings during the 
same years that Helmeted Honeyeaters were having 
highly productive breeding seasons. The relatively low 
fledgling production during the current and previous 
breeding seasons has caused the Recovery Team to 
probably re-initiate nest protection during the 2023/2024 
Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season. This action has 
not taken place since the 2012/2013 breeding season. 
 
2022 release of birds from captivity and other news 
During May 2022, six birds, including genetic-rescue individuals from Healesville Sanctuary’s captive 
colony, were translocated to a Cockatoo Swamp site in Yellingbo. Three of the six birds have been 
sighted during February 2023, but all at Woori Yallock Creek sites. These birds may have gone in 

Helmeted Honeyeater nest protection during the 2009/2010 
breeding season at Yellingbo Nature Conservation Area  

Image: B Quinn 
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By Nick Bradsworth 

search of unpaired females although none have been confirmed as having a mate during the 
2022/2023 breeding season. Hope for the other three individuals of the 2022 release group being 
sighted again is dwindling, although in the past, some Helmeted Honeyeaters have disappeared for 
nine months before re-appearing. Fingers crossed! 
 
 
 
 
 

Translocation News 

 
 
@O’Shannassy Catchment Translocation Site, Yarra Ranges National Park  
 
A productive start to the breeding season has turned into a mixed spring-summer at the 
O’Shannassy Catchment. The good news is all seven females have been nesting, and collectively 
they have had 23 nesting attempts, a great result! The birds keep trying again and again, with one 
female up to her fifth nesting attempt for the season. Of these 23, five nests have been successful to 
the fledging stage, with two nestlings fledged last week (early February)! This brings the total number 
of fledglings for this season to nine individuals, with five being seen regularly. 
Similar to last summer, many nests have failed due to Tiger Snake predations, however there have 
been a number of nests higher off the ground, including in tree canopies that have still failed for 
unknown reasons. It is possible these nests are being predated by avian predators like Kookaburras 
and Currawongs. The results from this season have informed us that the Tiger Snakes are also a 
present threat at Site B (2022 release location). In the lead up to the next breeding season we will be 

seeking advice from experts regarding management options to 
reduce the impacts of Tiger Snakes.  
 
Bruce, Amy Tipton, Kat Selwood and I had another unbanded 
HeHo fledgling trapping and sampling day on the 3rd of 
February. We were targeting a fledgling from Site B and a 
fledgling (now adult) from the 2021-22 breeding season. The 
bar was set high, but Amy was successful in catching both 
birds! Great to have both birds identifiable in the field now. 
Enjoy this camera trap picture of some HeHos waiting for their 
supplementary food on a cold morning in December. 
 

 

On behalf of the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team: many thanks for your highly 
valued assistance to the program. Wishing you a safe and healthy 2023! -Bruce 
 
 

Huddling and waiting! 
Images: N Bradsworth 
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By Richard Case 
Seeds and Weeds  
 
 

 
Summer has brought an end to our floods and easier movement through the  
Reserve. But there is still the legacy of cool weather in the still ripening seed. 
Our December day began humid and still. We went out to a weed patch we had been watching. I 
had intended to get to this earlier but flood waters prevented it. Blocking the track were six young 
trees which had been weakened by the floods and toppled by the wind, so we removed these. It was 
slow work but interesting in its own way. Finally arriving at the weed patch, we removed Ragwort, 
Tree Tobacco, Pittosporum and Prunus. I’d also pulled out 
Holly back in October. Quite a varied assemblage. This is 
close to the Broom patch so we’ll keep an eye on it in 
future. We came across a nest as we worked which we 
quickly moved away from, perhaps a Yellow Robin 
although it looked a bit small. Rufous Whistler and Grey 
and Rufous Fantails were all calling here. We looked for 
seed but everything we saw was either still green or still 
flowering. Further downstream the story was the same, all 
we saw was a Yellow Hakea which had revived after a 
couple of bad seasons and a White-faced Heron which 
sprang up on our return. Heading upstream the main 
target was Austral Indigo but this too was still green and 
only partly grown. Finally, we did find something to 
collect, Dusty Daisy-bush. Returning we looked at more 
seed that was either too green or still flowering. By now 
we were starting to blame the weather for this late season. 
After lunch, we collected Golden Tip and a small quantity 
of wind-blown Green Scentbark. This doesn’t produce 
much seed so any amount is useful. As we set the seed 
up to dry, a pair of Wedge-tailed Eagles soared low 
overhead and over the paddocks, round and round they 
went, a grand sight, although maybe not so for the Rabbits! 
In January we had a clear and sunny day, remaining warm to hot throughout. We looked around the 
nursery garden but most seed was still green, although we did manage to collect a small amount of 
Austral Indigo. Moving on to Maccy Creek Bushland, we collected Prickly Tea-tree and Milkmaids 
before going on to the Stockyard. We collected Spiny-headed Mat-rush from Lomandra Gully where 
one of many Rufous Whistlers were calling. Nearby we started collecting Short Purple-flag, Tasman 
Flax-lily and Scented Paperbark. As we walked back, I wandered blindly past a good-sized Blotched 
Blue-tongue sunning at the edge of the old Wombat hole. This was pointed out to me and we all 

 

 Seeds & Weeds Dates 
 

Sunday 19th March 
Sunday 16th April 
Sunday 21st May 
Sunday 18th June 

 
All events start at 9.15am from the Nursery, 

1217 Macclesfield Rd 
 

All events are automatically cancelled by COVID restrictions or 
severe weather events including wind gusts of 50 kph, thunderstorm, 
severe, extreme, catastrophic, and total fire ban days. Please check 
Yarra Glen forecast and Bureau of Meteorology warnings at 5pm the 

day before. 
 

We encourage all volunteers to be fully 
vaccinated and stay home if unwell. 

 

Carpooling may be necessary, please bring a face mask 
and hand sanitiser. 
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By Michelle Faram 

admired the lizard. This may be the same individual (same size anyway) as one I saw nearby in 
December 2021. After lunch we went along Woori Yallock Creek after more Austral Indigo, some of 
which was ripe and the rest we left to ripen. We collected Purple-sheath Tussock-grass nearby and 
then down on the floodplain to collect Prickly Currant-bush at a couple of sites. We worked happily 
away, the ripe berries staining our fingers orange as we listened to Rufous Fantails and Sacred 
Kingfishers calling. Next we moved on to a weed patch but before we got there a young Wedge-
tailed Eagle was seen in a low branch of a Manna Gum with a commanding view of the paddock, if a 
Rabbit should move out of cover. The car scared it off but nice to know they are moving through the 
landscape. We went on and did a follow-up weeding at the Ragwort patch where we had removed 
two bags in November. Today we removed a quarter of a bag, including a plant in flower so this was 
a timely intervention. 
 

Nursery News  

 
 
On the 29th of December there was finally some perfect weather and with a large  
gathering of 29 volunteers from all three of our nursery day teams, we finished off 2022 by getting 
together for an enjoyable luncheon. A great way to say thanks to everyone for a terrific year, one in 
which we finally broke the 100,000 barrier for tube stock production. Well done everybody! 
At the close of January, nursery assistant, Shirley Henderson announced her retirement. Shirley 
started at the nursery as a volunteer but as the nursery grew in size and the demand for plants 
increased, the need for a permanent assistant became obvious. Shirley, with her horticultural 
background and experience working with the volunteers seemed an obvious choice and was soon 
employed to fill the role. During the first of the Covid lockdowns for quite a few months there was just 
the two of us, Shirley and I, working together packing plant orders, delivering plants and trying to 
keep production moving along. By the time our volunteers could return we were exhausted but with 
Shirley’s help, and her working for an extra day a week, we managed to keep it together. 
Unfortunately, the following year was almost a carbon copy of the previous but again with Shirley’s 
help and now with our second assistant Marita we kept on. Shirley will be missed by all of the Friends 
volunteers and staff but we wish her all the best. A talented artist we hope she will have more time for 
her passion. The last couple of years we just seemed to be constantly chasing our tails. Less 
production due to lockdowns and no volunteers, both making it more difficult to put orders together 
and impossible to get many of our maintenance tasks completed, everything just got further behind. 
While rain is welcome, floods were another issue and caused cancellations of orders and planting 
days. Orders and plantings were still going ahead in December, January and even February our 
usual time for focusing on planning, maintenance and getting ready for the following years plant 
orders. We just needed to start a fresh and finally towards the end 2022 I felt we were starting to 
make some progress. With a consistently good turnout of volunteers, we are maintaining strong plant 
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production numbers, weeding, pruning and feeding existing plant stock, repotting and dividing old 
stock and getting stuck into those out-of-the-way neglected areas of the nursery. You know those 
areas, the ‘we-will-get-to-it-later’ areas where stuff just congregates and sits? Our retail sales area is 
always a work-in-progress, keeping the plants in good order, labelled and well stocked is 
challenging during our busiest times, but it is gradually taking shape. We are making some inroads 
into the maintenance issues that we were put off including, renewal and replacement, with more 
efficient forms of the overhead sprinklers in the igloos and newest stock holding area. The filters and 
upright sprinklers in the outside areas have all been cleaned and of course there are always broken 
pipes or fittings to deal with. The temporary vermin proof protection on our propagation benches is 
also being made more permanent at last and we have lots of other projects in the planning stage. 
Weeds are always a problem and recent weather conditions have made it difficult to keep up with 
their control, it has been either windy or wet. Simon Dent our Yellingbo Park Ranger has been 
awesome and helps to maintain the approaches to the nursery, keeping weeds under control, does 
some pruning of vegetation and ensures the grass is routinely cut by contractors and ensures that 
our gutters are cleaned. Looking forward to seeing you at the nursery this year. Let’s hope it is a 
relatively uneventful one. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Kyle, Don & Elizabeth Alan, Vin, Marilyn, Christine & John Belinda, Graeme, Ian & Chris Eliza & Sue joined us for lunch 

Lomatia myricoides, River Lomatia 

Lomatia fraseri, Tree or Forest Lomatia 
 Both summer 

flowering. Bird and 

insect attracting. 

Great for shaded, 

damp gardens. 

 

Images: M Faram 
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By Sue Tardif 
A privileged role  
 
 
 
One of the many joys of sharing time, skills and knowledge with both volunteers and  
workers in the environment sector as a whole, and the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater 
specifically, is that it’s full of great people. Perhaps I’m biased, but that’s my experience. The recent 
feedback received from participants and agency staff alike suggests it’s true 😊. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As I write, we already have many 2023 events across our program areas already under our belt, with 
much more to come! Keep watching the Events page on our website for what’s coming up. I’d like to 
acknowledge the Ross Trust, without whose assistance through the Challenge and Change grant in 
Biodiversity Conservation, it would be much harder to achieve the breadth of activities we deliver.  
The on-ground events we run are often a catalyst for spin-off activities that both value-add to what we 
do and provide opportunity for people to volunteer in a variety of ways. It’s a delight to have worked 
on two new educative resources alongside some dedicated and creative volunteers and to see them 
now in print. Particular thanks go to two true champions, Michelle Gray-Shields for turning content 
into eye-catching designs and Emmy Webbers from Wurruck Yambo for her assistance with wording. 
Eliza and I worked together on children’s activity ideas whilst Amy, Rachel, Bruce and Michelle were 
invaluable for proof-reading and feedback. A true team effort!  

“Thank you for the opportunity to take part… Jules was so 
informative and I now have a much better appreciation of 
the local skinks and their habitat… I now know how to observe 
the bush to locate reptiles.” Meryl (reptiles Walk & Talk 
participant) 

“So glad I got to contribute to this, I can see that people have 
already identified all the bugs and fungi I wasn't able to. I 
learned so much, look forward to joining another of your events 
in the new year :).” Melissa (Parks Victoria staff member and 
participant at citizen science – flora survey event). 
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Kids & Conservation    
 

Take a look at the Kids & Conservation page in this HeHo Herald to see how you can get your copy 
of our new activity booklet for children that throws a spotlight on the breeding stages of the Helmeted 
Honeyeater. For those who come to an event, or purchase through our shop, we’ll be gifting a DL 
card (or set) that gives a glimpse into the six seasons of the Middle Yarra Timelines Calendar of the 
Wurundjeri, as observed by participants in our citizen science program. Keep watching our 
Facebook page where we’ll be sharing these too – check out our 06/02/23 post for our first in the 
series. 
 

www.facebook.com/Friends.of.the.Helmeted.Honeyeater 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The 16-page booklet about the Helmeted Honeyeater, focuses on their breeding stages. Content developed 
by Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater, there are quick facts, stunning pictures, and children’s activities 
that the whole family can get involved in.  
 

For just $10 per copy, your purchase will help save a species.  

Available in our shop now. 
- Suitable for 3-12 year old children, their families and carers 
- Suitable as a teaching resource 
- Design by Upwey-based graphic designer, and FoHH volunteer, Michelle Gray-Shields. Thank you 
Michelle! 
- Colour printed on 130 gsm Ecostar recycled silk stock with soy-based inks. Stapled on the long edge 
- Printed by Breen Printing in Healesville who employ all locals and run on solar power 
- It’s a win win! 
 

New! Hot off the printing 
press! 
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We never turn down an opportunity to 
talk to an engaged audience about our 
two favourite topics, the Helmeted 
Honeyeater, and the Leadbeater’s 
Possum, especially when we can do our 
bit to help inspire the next generation!  
Each year the Science Teachers 
Association of Victoria holds a VCE 
Science Conference with up to 1000 
teachers attending across the four days. 
On Tuesday 14 February almost 20 VCE 
Environmental Science teachers heard 
new Co-President, Virginia Wallace, and 
FoLBP President, Steve Meacher, 
discuss the issues facing our State 
Emblems, the role of the two Friends Groups, and our desire to add to the VCE Environmental 
Science curriculum with our recently produced Case Studies. These Case Studies, developed with 
support from Andrews Foundation, address the question on the VCE Environmental Science 
curriculum about whether development and sustainability can be maintained.  
Virginia highlighted the work the Friends group has done to improve habitat, what else we need to 
do, our work with local communities such as Schools and the Beyond Yellingbo project. Steve 
provided a detailed history from the rediscovery of Leadbeater’s Possum in 1961 and litigation to try 
to prevent logging of the Possums’ precious habitat, old growth trees.  
 

 
It was great to hear that some of the teachers are already using the Helmeted 
Honeyeater Case Study as part of their Curriculum, with one teacher saying that it is 
excellent. The teaching staff very much appreciated that the Case Study is designed 
with the current curriculum in mind and that it’s a very useful addition to their work, a 
great endorsement of the work by VCE Science teacher Andrew Dodson, and the 
Friends Groups. From Steve’s and Virginia’s perspective, we really hope that the two 
Case Studies will enable more students to understand the issues facing our critically 
endangered State Emblems and hopefully result in further efforts to protect them. The 
Leadbeater’s Possum Case Study will be available shortly on our website.  

 

Hehos and LBPs through a sustainability lens 
By Virginia Wallace 
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By Eliza Lamb 
Coordinator’s Column 
 
 
 

Autumn would have to be my favourite season of the year in the Yellingbo Nature 
Conservation Area. A time when the weather starts to get cooler, bringing more 
moisture and a welcome relief from the heat. The Yellingbo forest floor and 

eucalyptus tree trunks are suddenly adorned with an abundance of fungi of various colours, shapes 
and sizes. This colourful display is a reminder of the interconnectedness of ecosystems where 
everything has a place and function, from the smallest of fungi, insects and microbes to the largest of 
birds and marsupials. Fungi are important decomposers, and the connections between fungi and 
plants assist with uptake of nutrients into plant systems as well as providing a food source for an 
array of animal species.  
With the school term well underway, we have already had a visit from a group of VCE students to 
Yellingbo to learn about the importance of undertaking vegetation surveys and the types of surveys 
that can be used. The students put their skills to the test across a number of sites within the YNCA 
and I look forward to hearing about what they learn from the data they recorded! We have many more 
schools booked in for incursions and excursions in the next few months. It is an absolute joy to spend 
time with different school communities to talk all things Heho, whilst supporting students from early 
childhood to university in taking action for threatened species! 

 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater are so appreciative of the 
wonderful local businesses, artists, and individuals in supporting 

the work we do for threatened species. We wanted to celebrate and share some of their work. 
 
Jess Longmuir 
As a past volunteer, Jess, along with other Deakin University students contributed 
much of their time to support on-ground habitat restoration within Yellingbo Nature 
Conservation Area, assisting James Fraser with planting events. James noted that 
Jess played a key role in the planning and delivery of big planting days at the 3.2 
hectare site and McColl’s swamp. Jess joined us once more in 2022 to celebrate a 
milestone birthday, inviting her friends and family to come and plant over 2000 tube 
stock into Burrungma Biik! Team Jess also made a considerable donation of $2000 
to support our ongoing conservation efforts. It was a beautiful day out in the field, 
and we were so happy to take Jess on a walk down volunteer lane, seeing habitat in 
McColls swamp and the 3.2, both flourishing. Thanks Jess, and your loved ones for your personal contribution 
to the Friends. 
 
Andrea Innocent 
Local Kallista artist, Andrea Innocent was very busy last year creating a series of illustrations of the Helmeted 
Honeyeater in her own unique style. Aptly titled, ‘Did you ever know that you’re my hero?’ Andrea’s playful 

Dear Friends!  

 
 
 

Our Local Champions  
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design of a young child morphing into a Helmeted Honeyeater featured in an 
exhibition through the organisation Art worth Saving with sales of the print 
supporting on-ground habitat restoration within Yellingbo Nature Conservation 
Area (www.andreainnocent.com). This print was further adapted to be used on a 
range of clothing items through her business Chiba Ghosts with partner Chris 
Jacobs (chibaghosts.com). Andrea and Chris kindly donated 50% of profits for 
their clothing and accessories featuring the Helmeted Honeyeater in Spring 2022, 
and ongoing sales will continue to support our conservation work at FoHH. But 
Andrea didn’t stop there! She created a further design for the Friends to use on t-
shirts which will be sold through our online store. Stay tuned to see this gorgeous 
print available for both adults and children in a range of colours! Thankyou Andrea and family, for joining the 
FoHH community and supporting the work we do in such fun and creative ways! 
 
Amber Duggan  
Amber Duggan, founder of local business Just a Glass Australia 
(justaglassaustralia.com.au) contacted FoHH early in 2022 and there developed a 
wonderful partnership promoting our organisation through the sale of piccolo 
bottles of premium Heathcote Shiraz. The wine which features the Helmeted 
Honeyeater on the label (beautifully designed by Kasey Rainbow), includes 
information about the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater and the plight of our 
threatened species. Amber started her business in 2020 with a focus on single 
serve, sustainably produced, vegan premium wines. Just a Glass Australia was 
recently recognised as a finalist in the 2022 Australian Women’s Small Business Champion Awards. Amber 
continues to contribute a percentage of sales to our conservation work, donating $1000 to date for on-ground 
habitat restoration, and promotes our organisation through her business. Thank you, Amber and Just a Glass 
Australia, we love working with you!  
 
Jules Vines  
Jules Vines has been a wonderful supporter of the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater in so many ways over 
many years. Jules is an extremely accomplished musician who has performed widely as a soloist and with 
bands such as Liminality. For almost two decades she has taught children and 
young people music. When her two children were at Macclesfield Primary School (a 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Ambassador school), she worked with the 
students there to produce a Helmeted Honeyeater rap song. Jules has also 
promoted the Friends group on her Classically Saturday radio show that she 
conducts on local community radio 3MDR. As well, Jules and her children have 
developed a specialist tasty treat, Macadamia Rocky Road, some of the proceeds 
of which support local groups. Recently Jules generously donated $500 to the 
Friends from this enterprise. Jules is an amazing local champion and we are 
profoundly thankful for her work.  
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A monumental effort is currently underway to save Victoria’s faunal emblems, the Helmeted 
Honeyeater and the Leadbeater’s Possum, from the brink of extinction. Both species are currently 
listed as critically endangered due to massive habitat loss caused by increased human activity and 
industry in their natural environment. The Yarra Ranges’ Yellingbo (Liwik Barrik) Nature Conservation 
Reserve, located along the edge of the Yarra Valley and southern Dandenong Ranges, is the only 
known location where the Helmeted Honeyeater and the lowland population of the Leadbeater’s 
Possum continue to cohabit in the wild.  
In 2021, Victoria celebrated the 50th anniversary of the declaration of the state’s two faunal emblems. 
Plight of our faunal emblems: the Helmeted Honeyeater and Leadbeater’s Possum presents a 
selection of creative responses made by artists, conservationists, and school students, associated 
with the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater and Friends of the Leadbeater’s Possum groups, to 
commemorate the faunal emblems’ anniversary. The resulting exhibition seeks to highlight the 
ongoing need for greater education and awareness about the species, and the dire need for the 
preservation of native vegetation to ensure their survival. Plight of the faunal emblems captures a 
collective sense of hope: that if together we can save our faunal emblems from extinction, then there 
is a chance we can save the environment – in Australia and across the world – from global heating. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Plight of our faunal emblems:  
the Helmeted Honeyeater and Leadbeater’s Possum 

 4 March – 28 May 2023 
Chambers Gallery, Yarra Ranges Regional Museum 

 

John James Wild 1884 

David Williams 1992 
 

John Gould 1867 
 

Janet Flinn 2008 

Liz Cogley  
 

Lisa Kennedy 2019 
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Helping a Heho    
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Jonathan McConchie Peta Kowalski Jo Wyatt Chris Putnam Ross Trust 
Andrews Foundation 
 

  

FoHH would like to acknowledge the 
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges 
Shire for printing and distribution of 

the Heho Herald. 

If you shop at IGA, you can nominate 
FoHH on your Community Benefits 
Card and 0.5% of your shopping 

docket will be directed to us. 

Heho Supporters 
 

 

Donations are very important to us and help support the 
variety of conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our 

special bird. So our thanks go to the generosity of... 

 

Donate  

 
 
 

Donations can be made 
through our website on a 

new donation platform 
GiveNow 

 

You can also support our 
work by choosing gifts 
from our beautiful new 

online shop. 

Scan to donate 

 

Scan to shop 

 

Purchase  

 
 
 

Discount Merch! 

 FoHH have a gift for you!  
 

herald15 
 

this coupon code will give Heho Herald 
readers 15% off the tote and/or the apron. 

The discount code on our online shop. 
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Contacts 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery 
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139  
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139 
p) 5964 8341  
e) info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au  
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 

Committee Members 
Co-Presidents Virginia Wallace and Andrew Kelly e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice 
President Gretchen Szabat Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 
Treasurer David La Terra e) treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Robin Young, 
Sue Bendel, Richard Case, Suzanne Cox, Amy Gregorovich and Alan Clayton 

Support roles 
Nursery Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Environmental 
Coordinator Eliza Lamb e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au DELWP 
Ornithologist Bruce Quin Seeds and Weeds Coordinator Richard Case Community Engagement 
Facilitator Sue Tardif e) friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com Fundraising Coordinator Dorothy Scott 
e) dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Beyond Yellingbo Project Coordinator Eliza Lamb e) 
beyondyellingbo@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Merchandise Sue Bendel e) 
merchandise@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Newsletter Editor Melanie Treweek Dunn e) 
newsletter@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Webmaster Stephen Garth e) 
webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 
 
 

FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands 
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to 
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

Image: M Serong 


